Policy and Planning Committee
10/23/19

Present: Jim Grant, Shawn Lambert, Joy Prescott, Elizabeth Sokoloff, Bill Thompson, Maddie Wayne, Tyler Patterson

The meeting began at 5:30 pm.

1. The Committee considered the revised Emergency Management Plan. Shawn reviewed that it was mostly a formatting revision of the current approved EMP with the goal of addressing inconsistencies, making it more user friendly, and ensuring accuracy. The draft has been shared with the Admin Council and Shawn is meeting with representatives of the Brunswick Fire (Jeff Emerson) and Police Departments (Tom Stanton) on 10/28/19. Joy asked that Shawn ask Tom whether the plan covers threats of violent individuals as well as bomb threats. Shawn said he plans to share revisions with the committee via email with the aim of the Board approving the revision at the 11/13/19 meeting.

2. The Committee discussed the policy implications of the district’s separation from booster groups as well as any anticipated results of the ongoing Title IX audit. Implicated policy issues could include:
   • Usage protocols for outside and inside concession facilities
   • Board acceptance of gifts
   • The purpose and organization of booster groups
   • Co-curricular vs. curricular activities and costs

The Committee will next meet on 12/11/19 at 5:30 pm in Room 117 of Brunswick Town Hall.